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PRELIMINARY REPORT OE THE GROUP OF THREE 

I. BACKGROUND 

1. At the launching of the GATT programme for the expansion of international trade 
in 1958 it was established that one of the important aims of GATT activities would 
be to facilitate the expansion of the export earnings of developing countries. The 
conclusions and resolutions of successive meetings of the CONTRACTING PARTIES at 
ministerial level over the past decade have given increasing emphasis to the 
importance of this objective. The acceptance of the need to increase the export 
earnings of developing countries as one of the major preoccupations of the GATH was 
given legal endorsement and recognition when Part IV was adopted in 1965. At their 
twenty-sixth session, -she CONTRACTING PARTIES stressed that for the success of the 
Second Development Decade it was essential that GATT should contribute by making 
maximum efforts directed towards the expansion of the export earnings of all 
developing countries and by giving priority consideration to and by taking immediate 
steps towards solving the trade problems of these countries. 

2. Not only has the international community recognized that the trade situation of 
developing countries should be progressively improved, but it has been generally 
accepted that there should be no backward moves which would reduce the effects of 
efforts which have so far been made to improve their situation. Under Part IV 
developed countries have accepted a standstill that they would refrain, except where 
compelling reasons make it impossible, from intensifying or imposing new barriers on 
the trade of developing countries. 

3. Because the export composition of developing countries is heavily weighted 
towards primary products, these countries have not participated fully in the rapid 
expansion of world trade which has oaken place in the second half of the lÇoO's. 
The increase in export earnings has been extremely uneven and the position of several 
developing countries has actually deteriorated. In order to achieve a reasonable 
rate of overall economic growth, particularly in countries which find themselves at 
present in a difficult position, a further acceleration of the rate of growth of 
export earnings and a less uneven distribution of export growth would be needed. 

J+. Preliminary data indicate that, after several years of stability, the terms of 
trade of countries exporting mainly primary products have deteriorated in 1970 and 
this too had an adverse effect on the combined trade balance of developing countries 
after the improvement observed in 1969- Moreover, the generalized and rapid increase 
in freight rates, which started towards the end of 1969, contributed to an aggravation 
of the trading position of these countries. 
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II. MAJDATE OF THE J210UP 

5. It was against this background that the Committee on Trade and Development at 
a meeting of its Seventeenth Session held on 25 January 1971 established the 
Group of Three, comprising the Chairman of the CONTRACTING PARTIES, the Chairman 
of the Council and the.Chairman.of the Committee on Trade and Development. It was 
agreed that the Group "should -be" requested to present for consideration by the 
Committee and the CONTRACTING PARTIES proposals in regard to the concrete action 
that might be taken to deal with the trade problems of developing countries having 
regard to the provisions of GATT and the relevant conclusions of the CONTRACTING 
PARTIES". For this purpose the Group,with the assistance of the Director-General 
and the secretariat, was authorized to "carry out such informal consultations with 
both developed and developing contracting parties as it may consider necessary, 
talcing into account the examination of barriers affecting trade of developing 
countries that has taken place in various GATT committees and bodies and the views 
and suggestions put forward and the conclusions reached in the discussions of those 
bodies» (paragraph 9,L/3487). 

6. The Group has reviewed barriers to trade which have been notified by developing 
countries and already reproduced in existing GATT documents. It has consulted most 
developed countries individually and maintained contact with developing countries 
through the informal group of developing countries. 

7. As the mandate of the Group was to present proposals in regard to concrete 
action to be taken to deal with the trade problems of developing countries,the 
Group'has concentrated its efforts in fields where the prospects for concret^ 
results/would a priori seem the brightest, in view inter,alia of the preparatory 
work already done within GATT, UNCTAD, and other international bodies dealing 
with the trade problems of the developing countries. 

8. The examination which the Group has carried out with the help of representa
tives of developed countries have concentrated on four types of problems; 

(i) The possibility of eliminating or reducing the number of remaining 
quantitative restrictions on products of interest to developing 
countries. 

:(ii) The possibility of eliminating other non-tariff barriers of particular 
interest to developing countries. 

(iii) Further possible action to improve trade in tropical products. 

(iv) The problem of tariff escalation in particular as regards tropical 
products and vegetable oils. 
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Some of the problems have been dealt with more thoroughly than others, but 
in no case has it been possible for the Group in the time available to go as 
much in depth as it would have liked to. In leaving aside to a large extent the 
tariff problem the Group has based itself on the assumption that all developed 
countries will during 1971 put into effect their proposals under the Generalized 
System of Preferences in favour of developing countries. The implementation of 
the "Generalized System of Preferences will mean that with few exceptions,industrial 
products and a certain number of agricultural and primary products instead of 
meeting obstacles in the tariff field will receive preferential treatment as 
compared to similar products coming from developed countries. It will also mean 
that the major problem of tariff escalation will have been solved for most 
industrial and some agricultural and primary products. 

9. After consulting with each individual developed country the Group has drawn 
up for each country a summary paper containing some preliminary conclusions with 
regard to that country. These papers are annexed to the present report. 

Ill. FINDINGS JNDRECOMMENDATIONS 

A. QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS 

10. A relatively thorough examination of quantitative restrictions still maintained 
by developed countries on products of interest to developing countries has left 
the following general impressions: 

!• Industrial products 

11. If the quantitative restrictions notified by developing countries to the 
GATT secretariat give a true picture of the situation, it can be stated that outside 
the textile sector the problem of quantitative restrictions has been reduced to a 
residual one. Most developed countries maintain no quantitative restrictions on 
industrial products of interest to developing countries outside the field of 
textiles, and consultations with those countries which still maintain certain 
restrictions seem to indicate that the real obstacles to trade are of somewhat 
smaller importance. 

12. The fact that a number of developed countries and not necessarily the 
economically strongest ones have found it possible to do. away with all industrial 
restrictions (except in most cases restrictions on certain textiles) would §_jDriori 
seem to indicate that it should be possible for the remaining developed countries 
to do the same. Where particular problems exist or arise the provisions of the 
General Agreement - including Article XIX and the Anti-Dumping Code - would 
normally seem to be sufficient to protect all legitimate interests at the same time 
ensuring that protective measures do not go beyond what is absolutely necessary. 
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13. A special problem, which the Group has dealt with in consultations with the 
countries concerned, is the maintenance by a few developed countries of 
discriminatory, country classifications which are explained by historical reasons. 
In the framework of this classification some developing and some developed 
countries receive a -less favourable treatment than some other developed and 
developing countries as regards imports of a certain number of products. In the 
opinion of the Group it is somewhat of an anomaly for a developed country in 1971 
to maintain quantitative restrictions \jhich have the effect of treating imports 
from some developing countries less favourably in the field of quantitative 
restrictions than imports of the same products from some developed (and some 
developing) countries, while at the same time being prepared within the framework 
of the Generalized oystem of Preferences to grant them preferential treatment in 
the field of tariffs. During the consultations the countries in question stated 
that in practice the discrimination against developing countries is much more 
limited than it looks on paper, a fact that in the opinion of the Group should 
make it so much more the easier to eliminate the remaining discrimination. 

14.. The Group recommends that those developed countries still maintaining 
quantitative restrictions on imports of industrial products (other than textile 
products) of interest to developing countries establish a programme for the 
elimination of remaining restrictions at least for all products covered by the 
Generalized System of Preferences, thereby creating a situation where - when the 
Generalized System of Preferences is put into effect - exports of industrial-
products from developing countries will meet no barriers in the form of tariffs 
or quantitative restrictions when imported by developed countries. 

ëtiz\„&±sçT^Lp&^oj?j_j^ep.Qnt_ still mair̂ tclncd to the. _dis_advan;tagc. pf^cVeloping 
countries shpuld_.b^_elim^natcd, _, Ithput undue_ delay.. 

2. Agri cultujr aljpr o ducts 

15. Most of the quantitative restrictions still maintained by developed 
countries on products of interest to developing countries fall within 
Chapters 1-24 of the Brussels Nomenclature. Furthermore,a number of these 
measures are very restrictive, in particular as regards temperate zone products. 
It seems necessary to deal separately with certain groups of agricultural 
products: 

(a) Temperate zone products 

16. Over the years innumerable efforts have been made to improve trading 
conditions for temperate zone products. The obstacles are formidable. Although 
little progress has been made and retrogression has been seen in some fields, at 
least a somewhat better understanding of the problems has evolved from the 
discussions in GATT. It is now generally accepted that for these products 
quantitative restrictions are only one means of protection and therefore cannot 
be considered in isolation. Other restrictions such as variable levies may be 
just as or more restrictive, and government agricultural policies in general may, 
without interfering directly with imports, have similar effects. 

file:///jhich
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17. The Group has taken as a basis for its consideration and consultations 
the strong desire of developing countries to see some progress in this field. 
However, in view of the position taken by developed countries it has cone to 
the conclusion that major progress only seems realistic in the context of general 
multilateral negotiations comprising the agricultural policies of contracting 
parties. As long as this whole problem is not tackled in a general way in the 
context of major multilateral negotiations the countries depending on exports of 
temperate zone products - including a number of developing countries - will continue 
to suffer. .Jfl^l^awaâi^ng. multilateral negotiations attempts should be made .to 
jBxplore possibilities for, limited action in this field JLn.favour j?X.developing 
.countries._ _ Such jactiqn could inter alia take .the .form .of .bilateral _§greements 
jalqng__the .lines. .of_the .arrangements .on meat..worked .out between the EEC and .certain 
countries. 

(b) Non-tropical fruits and vegetables, flowers etc. 

18. Most developed countries still maintain restrictions often of a seasonal 
nature on some of these products with a view to protecting their own producers. 
The consultations carried out seem to indicate that the restrictions have mostly 
been introduced as a protection against the products of other developed countries. 
By the same token an elimination of those restrictions is likely to benefit 
developed countries more than developing countries. At the same time the picture 
of the remaining restrictions in this field is a somewhat mixed one, some countries 
maintaining restrictions to a much larger extent than neighbouring countries with 
similar climatic conditions. It is not clear, for example, why Denmark and Norway 
find it necessary to maintain quantitative restrictions on a relatively large 
number of fruits and vegetables when Sweden finds it possible to do with only a 
few. In the same way it is not apparent why it is necessary for France to control 
imports on a relatively large number of these products when e.g. the Benelux 
countries can do without such restrictions. 

19. The Group urges those countries which maintain an exceptionally large number "" 
of restrictions on fruit and vegetables of particular interest to developing 
countries. to explore the possibilities of eliminating these restrictions or to 
progressively liberalize trade in those products. 

3. Administration of quantitative restrictions 

20. The Group has come to the conclusion following its discussions with developed 
countries that in certain of these countries a number of possibilities exist for 
improving the administration of quantitative restrictions in ways which would 
facilitate better access of products from developing countries to their markets. 
In this connexion, _the_.Group...sjupjoortŝ ,_th_e__sugges_tions made in this regard by the 
Grojop .on, .Residual >\estrictions.JLn ..its_.rqoqrt to the Committee on .Trade and Develop^ 
ment..(.COM.TD/79f paragraph 10). ...The ,Group also suggests .that_develqp_ing countries 
Sake greater .efforts .to .better acquaint .themselves jwith..the .import regulations 
.aQd..praP.tic2s oJT ,.d.eve_l.oped,,_CQuntries applying quantitative restrictions to products 
.of in ter est. .to .them. 
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B. OTHER. NON-TJKEFF. BAKIIERS 

21. The Group has not found it possible in the time available, nor very practical, 
to go deeply into these questions. The field of restrictions is much too varied, 
and special technical competence is needed to attack most of them. Some brief 
comments have been exchanged during the consultations with developed countries 
and a few facts or considerations have emerged, which can perhaps usefully be 
mentioned at this stage, at the same time stressing the rather haphazard character 
of this information: 

(a) First of all it is possible to strike out of the inventory of non-tariff 
barriers a certain number of items which either had been included by mistake, or 
had already been settled in bilateral talks with the notifying country. Some 
examples, but not all, are mentioned in the individual country papers. 

(b) In other cases mentioned in the individual country papers the Group has been 
informed about steps which have been taken to eliminate or mitigate the restrictions 
in question. 

(c) jStaî jioÊ oj2pJLie_s_ fjDr_j7ine_ and alcoholic products have been discussed, and it 
has been argued on the part of most of the countries maintaining such monopolies 
that they follow purely commercial considerations in their purchasing policies. 
This may, however, mean that the monopolies show a certain hesitancy in carrying 
stocks of more unknown brands, often coming from developing countries. 

The_ Group r̂ e_commends_ that wine_ niraoj)olie_s of _develop_ed_coimtries_ma_ke an 
effort to include to the largest extent possible wines_ and other alcoholic products 
jfrom deLY.ei0J?An£ J?ounJariej3_in .their p34rchas_e_ŝ  therebx creating the p^ortunity_jof 
establishing _a_ĵ rj£et. fp_r, ."th.e.s-e. JlrJlduct s • 

Detailed recommendations for individual countries are given in the country 
papers. 

(d) Apart from such specific cases exemplified above, it would seem that progress 
in the field of non-tariff barriers can normally best be achieved through 
concerted multilateral action. In attacking the problems of nory-tariff 
barriers, GATT can try to select for priority treatment - on a multilateral 
basis - those restrictions where the interest of developing countries is 
relatively speaking the largest. This procedure was followed recently when it 
was decided in the Committee on Industrial Products to start off with the problems 
of licensing and customs evaluation. The same considerations should be kept in 
mind in connexion with future work on non-tariff barriers. 

G. TROPICAL PRODUCTS 

22. While quantitative restrictions on tropical products have normally been 
abolished and import duties on these products have been reduced considerably in 
the context of the Kennedy Round, most developed countries still maintain import 
duties and internal charges on some or all tropical p±-oducts. Without being able 
to go deeply into the matter the Group has concentrated its attention on the 
following problems with regard to tropical products ; 

(a) Whether import duties and internal charges on these products are at a level 
likely to restrict demand significantly. 

ïtfi* '.. 
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(b) The extent to which tariff escalation - higher tariffs for the more processed 
products - exists and protects the processing industries of the developed countries. 

The second of these, problems will be dealt with in a somewhat larger context 
in Section i) below. 

The total incidence of import duties and internal charges. although lower 
than, earlier, is in most developed countries quite considerable. The question 
which is arguable is,, to what extent those relatively high charges restrict con
sumption. Over the years many studies have boon made in this field, and although .'." 
a meeting of minds among exporting and importing countries is not likely in view • • 
of the different interests involved, it seems generally accepted that, ceteris 
paribus, the charges are likely to effect consumption of at least cocoa products 
and bananas. 

Without prejudice to the question of duties and charges on coffee and tea 
the Group recommends that developed countries which maintain import duties and/or 
internal charges on cocoa and cocoa products and on bananas consider the possibility 
at the first opportune moment of eliminating or reducing these duties and charges. 

Some specific suggestions to that effect are given in the country papers. 

23. The Group believes that a solution to the problem of cocoa in general should be sought 
in the framework of international agreement. The Group hoges that there will be a continuation 
of efforts to draw up an international agreement for cocoa. ~ 

D. THE PROBL^l OF TARIFF ESCALATION -"': 

24.. In the long and difficult process to move from an economy based mainly on 
primary products to a diversified developed economy certain paths are easier 
and more natural to follow than others. Thus for countries producing primary 
products like oilseeds, coffee beans, cocoa beans, and tea, it is easier to'take 
up processing of these primary products in the country of origin than to venture 
into fields where no natural raw material base exists. Processing the raw material •-, 
and exporting the manufactured product will broaden the economic base of the 
country and increase its foreign exchange earnings. 

25. This development process has been and is still today being hampered by 
the tariff structure of developed countries where low or zero tariffs on raw 
materials and relatively high tariffs on manufactures and semi-manufactures ensure 
a protection of the manufacturing process equivalent sometimes to 50 per cent to 
100 per cent. The tariff study now underway in the GATT will undoubtedly throw 
much light on this problem, but even the less sophisticated documentation which 
has served as a basis for the Group's work gives a clear picture of the situation. 

(a) Vegetable oils ; 

26. Here the pattern is very distinct: oilseeds are in practically all developed 
countries subject to zero (or very low) duties, while these countries at the same 
time maintain quite substantial duties on vegetable oils thereby ensuring that .•» 
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processing takes place in the developed country instead of in the developing one 
producing the oilseed, although the "tatter from an economic point of view may be 
better suited for this task than the developed country, the tariff escalation 
distorting what under liberal circunstances would be the natural structure. 

27. The Group is well aware that the problem of tariff escalation on vegetable 
oils in relation to vegetable oilseeds is a complicated one, which has given rise 
to comprehensive discussions and studies in GATT, FAO, UNCTAD and elsewhere. 
Efforts to eliminate and reduce the existing high tariffs on vegetable oils have 
been hampered by the fact that oils and oilseeds produced in tropical countries 
cannot be treated in isolation from oils and oilseeds produced in the temperate 
zone. 

28. "Without underestimating the difficulties involved the Group is of the opinion 
that this is an area where a major effort should be made. It is a field where 
natural' advantages of developing countries exist, and where progress would be 
beneficial to quite a substantial number of countries. Furthermore a potentially 
very large "amount of trade and foreign currency earnings would be involved, while 
most of the other recommendations in this report addressed to individual developed 
countries of necessity are of relatively minor economic importance from an overall 
point of view. 

-29. The time to tackle the problem seems well chosen, inasr.uch as today, within 
the framework of the Generalized System of Preferences, it-may be possible to 
overcome some of the difficulties, which in the past hampered progress in this 
field. A modest beginning has been ;madc, some vegetable oils have been included 
in the various preference lists, but not the items of major importance to developing 
countries. 

30. The Gioup recommends that developed countries consider the possibility as 
part of a concerted action of eliminating (or reducing) the import duties on 
vegetable oils within the context of the Generalized System of Preferences in 
favour of developing countries. 

(b) Coffee, cocoa and tea 

31. A problem of tariff escalation also exists for such tropical products as 
coffee extracts in relation to coffee beans 5 tea extracts in relation to bulk toaj 
cocoa paste, cocoa butter, cocoa powder, chocolate in relation to cocoa beans, 
resulting in many cases in high protection of the manufacturing process. If this 
protection is maintained principally in order to shield local industries from 
the competition of other developed countries, it should be possible to exempt the 
developing countries from the pr-tecti n by including the processed products in 
the Generalized System of Preferences. If on the other hand the tariff structure 
is mainly designed to protect local industries against competition from developing 
countries, this would seem to be an indication that those countries have a natural 
advantage in processing the raw materials they grow, and the question again arises, 
whether the developed countries should in the long run distort what would under 
liberal trade conditions be the natural structure. 
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32. The Group recpmmends tha t , developed coun t r i e s^cons ide r the p o s s i b i l i t y e<.s 
p a r t _of a concejrtpd. ap_tion_o_f e l i n t i na t i ng Jjor r e d u c i n g ) , the i m p o r t j i u t i e s op. 
coff ee_and. cuff be^roducts_,__ cocoa and po_cjDa__prod^t_Sj_J^a__and_ tea_products_ w i th in 
the_ cpntcxt_pf the__Gener_alizeji^Systern_of Preferences^ in_ f_avour_pf develop_ing 
c p u n t r i p s , 

3 3 . So lu t ions reached with r ega rd t o vege tab le o i l s and t r o p i c a l commodities 
would be of p a r t i c u l a r he lp to the l e a s t developed among the developing c o u n t r i e s . 

3 . O'JSm .pœMMiDAÏipNS OF A GJ2ÏÏJKAL MTUKE 

1 . TextiJLe.s 

34» About one third of manufactured exports of developing countries (excluding non-ferrous 
metals) consist of textiles and clothing. In connexion with its decision to seek a prolongation 

of the Cotton Textiles Arrangement the Cotton Textiles Committee in Hay 197° adopted 

certain conclusions. In tht,-se conclusions the Gommitt u intyr alia reaffirmed 
that the Long-Terra Arrangement vas to be regarded as an exceptional and transitional 
measure and agreed to undertake discussion on the state of international trade in 
cotton textiles and the longer-term development of such tre.de beyond the period of 
extension of the Long--Terra-Arrangement. --

The textile problem in a more general context was discussed at an informal 
meeting in Geneva 31 July 1 August 1970 between the US, EEC, United Kingdom, 
and Japan., although presumably from a somewhat different angle, and a proposal 
that a working party should be set up to study the situation in the textile 
sector as such, including wool and man made fibres, was in general well 
received. 

The textile problem also was a major issue during the negotiations leading 
to the Generalized System of Preferences. 

Thus the problem of a major examination of the textile problem has been 
squarely raised. The Group is of the opinion that from the point of view of the 
developing countries a good case 3an be made in favour of undertaking.such an 
examination provided the objectrve clearly is to find liberal solutions and 
increasing opportunities for developing countries for expanding their sales of 
textiles in world markets. 

35. At present textile industries in developed countries find themselves in the 
readaptation process which has been necessary in view of increased competition from 
foreign countries including developing countries. The question is: How much time 
is needed for this réadaptation process? If the process is too slow, economic 
resources which could be used to better advantage elsewhere is tied up in the 
protected industries. Those countries- which have taken a liberal approach to the 
problems in oho textile sector have today a •• perhaps -• smaller but better textile 
industry than those which have followed a more restrictive policy. 

36. With the growth rates in exports 30 far achieved it is to be feared that the 
readaptation process in developed countries will be much too long and hamper the 
natural development process in the developing countries. The objective of any studv 
comprising textiles should in the opinion of the Group be to shorten to the largest-
extent possible the adaptation process e.g. by Uniting growth rates in exports from 
developing countries to total consumption in the importing countries. 

http://tre.de
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2. Studies on the trade problems of individual developing countries 

37. The examination carried out by the Group has taken as its starting point a 
catalogue cf restrictions maintained by developed countries on products of 
interest to developing countries. Thus it has focused on individual developed 
countries and tried to establish the possibility of each such country to 
facilitate the trade of developing countries in general. While this approach 
has brought to light certain problems and possibilities the Group feels that 
further progress might be possible if some focus was also placed on the trade 
problems of individual developing countries. 

33. The Group suggests that as a counterpart to the examination now carried out, 
a series of such studies be undertaken covering the largest possible number of 
developing countries. Such studies should be carried out by the GATT secretariat 
on the basis of available statistical and other information and with the co
operation of the individual countries concerned. They should take as their 
starting point the present trade structure and take into consideration potential 
future trade possibilities based upon the production structure. 

IV. FINAL REMARKS 

4-0- The Group of Three was set up by the Trade and Development Committee and 
shall report to that Committee and the CONTRACTING PARTIES. In view of the 
informal high-level meeting of contracting parties scheduled for 28-30 April, and 
the unique opportunity this affords for discussing the trade problems of 
developing countries the Group has decided to prepare its report in preliminary 
form in time for that meeting. It hopes that the report and its various 
redommendations will be given serious consideration by the high-level meeting and 
by the governments concerned. 

41. In order to prepare the final version of its report it will bo necessary 
in the opinion of the Group to carry out in the autumn a follow-up series of 
consultations with the developed countries with a view to ascertaining to what 
extent the recommendations in the preliminary report are being followed by the 
countries concerned. The final version of the report will be drafted in the light 
of the debate at the high-level meeting and this second round of consultations, 
and will be submitted te a meeting of the Committee on Trade and Development 
prior to the twenty-seventh session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES in November this 
year. 
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ANNEX' 

The attached pages set out for each individual developed country in rather 
schematic form information contained in available GATT, documentation or brought 
out during the Group's consultations with developed countries. 

In a number of instances the explanations and justifications given by the 
countries consulted have been set out without any comments. In a certain number 
of other cases the Group has addressed to individual countries specific 
recommendations, 

The Group wishes to emphasize that the number of recommendations addressed 
to countries should not be taken as an indication of the number of restrictions 
maintained by then. Indeed, in some cases where the number of restrictions 
is limited^ it has been possible to go deeper into the substance and arrive at a 
sufficiently safe basis for making a recommendation. -The same could not 
unfortunately be done where bhe number of restrictions was more substantial. Any 
singling out of countries or any lack of balance as between countries is completely 
unintentional. 

Country nepers 

Australia 
Austria 
Benelux 
Canada 
Denmark 
EEC 
Federal Republic of Germany 
France 
Ita.uy 
Japan 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
United Kingdom 
United states 

ÏMS. 

21 
23 
•12 
25 
27 
20 
15 
13 
13 
29 
31 
33 
35 
37 
39 
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BENELUX 

I. Quantitative restrictions 

The Netherlands maintain no quantitative restrictions on products of interest 
to developing countries. 

The few quantitative restrictions still maintained by Belgium/Luxembourg on 
products of interest to developing countries fall in the following categories: 

1. A small number of restrictions on certain fruits and vegetables, cut 
flowers» hop cones and lupulin 

The Group recommends that Belgium/Luxembourg liberalizes imports of cut 
flowers, hop cones and lupulin. 

2. Ex 28. A2 Neutral anhydrous sodium carbonate 

It is expected that this item will be liberalized in the near future as a 
result of bilateral negctiations. 

3. Ex 79.03 Wrought plates, sheets and strips of zinc 

Restrictions are applied only to imports from Yugoslavia, and Benelux 
representatives have explained that bilateral talks aimed at liberalization are 
going on. The Group expects that a decision to liberalize these items will be 
taken at an early date. 

4-• Items-which should be deleted from the list of restrictions 

During t,he talks with the representatives of Belgium/Luxembourg it was 
established that no restrictions are maintained for the following products: 

20.07 Fruit juices and vegetable juices ,~~™ 

ex 28.72 Soda ash 

71.03 Synthetic or reconstructed precious 
or semi -precious stones 

ex 71.12 Tube, pipe of gold or jewellery 

III. Tropical products 

The Bemelux countries maintain no selective taxes on tropical products. 

As to remaining import duties see remarks concerning EEC. 

IV. Tariff escalation for vegetable oilseeds, oils and cake 

See remarks concerning EEC, 
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FRANCE 

The remaining quantitative restrictions notified by developing countries 
as being of interest to them comprise the following groups of products: 

1. Ex__ .01.01. Iâve^. horses^X^xce^j^ th_qr.pughbr.cd, breeding., animalg ) 

2• ?i>L_ 02._01_ Meat, and edible offals 

France considers that the problems affecting these products will have to 
be dealt with as part of a comprehensive negotiation comprising agricultural 
trade in general. 

3. A certain number of fruits and vegetable s, bulbs _and_ cut_ fixers 

While most other developed countries maintaining restrictions in this 
field rely on seasonal restrictions, France apparently uses a mixture of 
discretionary licensing, bilateral quotas and - for tomatoes and table 
grapes - seasonal restrictions. 

U* Baiianas ja_d_joj.ne_i_vpJ:es 

The reasons for maintaining quantitative restrictions on these products 
do not seem to be apparent. 

TJae__Ç̂ _̂r_̂ comm_3nji_s_ that France. J3_qnsi_ie_r_s_ J^ie_j^sjyj_y_U__. of 
liberalizing bananas and pineapples. 

5. Cjartair_Ĵ ĵ ce_y_an_3_pu_s_j_rodj_cjts_J[l_ï___LJ&Xq§E£iQj_J-2.._06__hop_ .cones 
and_ J^jpuli n 

According to the French representative restrictions arc maintained even 
for imports from other EEC countries, 

6. 16.04 Prepared and __res_3ryed_ fish - (sardines. _3_na___nd_ Jx_litp)_ 

Quotas applied are said to be non-discriminatory, 

?. P_ro__u__ts__3ubjĵ ^ 

22.08 Ethyl alcohol 
ex 34-03 Lubricating preparations of 

petroleum 

ex 34-. 04. Artificial waxes 

ex 48.01 Newsprint 

http://th_qr.pughbr.cd
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S• ÂAeA\ain. iiuinbei-l of. t_e_3ctiles 

<^i^J^lJ3iLaAsÀfÀÇAy.0iî 

A certain number of the products and groups of products listed above 
have been liberalized in relation to certain developed and certain developing 
countries, while they are still subject to quantitative restrictions in 
relation to certain developed and certain developing countries. 

Although the system has its historic explanation and although the 
actual discrimination against some developing countries - according to the 
explanations given -appears to be limited, nevertheless it seems difficult 
to defend the maintenance in 1971 of a discriminatory system of this nature. 

Thje Grpup_ reçoEmiends jthat. France, jbake the_ja ep c sjsary. A^APA to, elijninate 
ikc_ sxstgm. aj3ĵ qrdi.ng__tp_ which certain developing (and certain dpveipjped) 
cj3untries_ formally and to a certain extent also _in ̂ ubjrtance. _are_Jc_eing_J^eated 
iLeAS_J[axoAAaÀïyL jthan_spme_ other developing (and developed) ppuntries. 

At J^_J!5&e_J^£^J!E§££â^ .°f. AeP^Ac.iS2. A^e 

number, of restrictions on products of interest JiAjlejreĴ ojung. ppuntr_i_es_MîïPÀ 
JA AO^A^ZcÏ^JLar£e_jîOE^ared. yit}\ AtÀ?A Â9JC°AAPPPLAAPA^Ake.s.. 

11 • Qy^PA iiPArJLaA4ff_ ]?§£??-Ê?.S. 

The restrictions notified seen to be of a general nature and should be 
dealt with in a general framework. (See main part of the report. ) 

III. Tropical products 

France maintains a certain number of selective taxes on tropical 
products. 

As to the remaining revenue duties see remarks concerning EEC. 

IV. Tariff e_scalat_ipji._f_or. Ac£A^aAiS. A\isAePAs_ Pll.s. and cake 

Sec remarks concerning EEC. 
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GSRMAMY 

I. Quantitative restrictions 

The remaining quantitative restrictions on products of interest to developing 
countries comprise the following groups of products; 

A. Agricultural products 

ex 02.01 Meat and edible offals of sheep and 
ex 16.02 Other prepared or preserved meat or meat 
offal of sheep 

k common agricultural policy within EEC is in preparation and the 
Federal Republic of Germany expects that the quantitative restrictions will 
disappear when such a common agricultural policy is put into effect. Ex 16.02 
will be liberalized in April 1971. 

Ex 03.01 Carps, fresh (live or dead), chilled 

A common agricultural policy within EEC is in preparation and the Federal 
Republic of Germany expects that the quantitative restrictions will disappear 
when such a common agricultural policy is put into effect. 

Ex 03.02 Fish, salted in brine, dried or smoked 

Will be liberalized shortly. 

Ex 05.15 Animal products n.e.s. (shrimps dried) ...... 

Will be liberalized shortly. 

Ex 06.03 Cut flowers and flower buds 

The Federal Republic of Germany hopes to be able to liberalize in the 
course of 1971. 

07.01 B Tomatoes and 
07.01 C Other vegetables 

Factual liberalization for all products except potatoes which will continue 
to be subject to seasonal restrictions. 

Ex 20.01, ex 20.04., ex 20.05, ex 20.06 Certain preserved fruits and vegetables 

Ex 20.04 (except cherries) will be liberalized in the near future. 
Remaining items remain subject to restrictions. 
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B. Industrial products 

1. Ex 35.01 Casein, not Hrrdencd. for use in the manufacture of human or ' 
animal foodstuffs 

Imports of casein for industrial purposes have been liberalized. 

Imports of casein for the manufacture of human or animal foodstuffs come 
mostly from developed countries subject to quantitative restrictions (Australia 
and New Zealand). 

2. A certain number of textiles 

Federal Republic of Germany representatives have stated that out of 113 items 
in the textile sector only twelve items are still subject to quantitative 
restrictions. (These figures do not include the items covered by the Long-Term 
Cotton Arrangement.) 

Although imports from a number of developing countries formally are subject 
to licensing, according to the Federal Republic of Germany representatives 
imports are in most cases subject to no quantitative restrictions. 

3. Certain ceramic products 

Restrictions motivated by certain regional problems and by the need to avoid 
market disruption. Licences freely granted to developing countries. 

Country classification 

The industrial products and groups of products listed above have been 
liberalized in relation to certain developed and certain developing countries, 
while they are still subject to quantitative restrictions in relation to certain 
other developed and developing countries. 

Although the system has its historic explanation and although the actual 
discrimination against some developing countries - according to the explanations 
given - appears to be limited, nevertheless it seems difficult to defend the 
maintenance in 1971 of a discriminatory system of this nature. 

The Group recommends that the Federal Republic of Germany take the necessary 
steps to eliminate the system according, to which certain developing (and certain 
developed) countries formally and to a certain extent also in substance are being; 
treated less favourably than some other developing (and developed) countries. 

II. Other non-tariff barriers 

The restrictions notified seem to be of a general nature and should be dealt 
with in a general framework. (See main part of the report.) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III.  Tropical products                                                           
  
             The Federal republic of Germany maintains some of the highest selective 
taxes on coffee and tea. 
 
 As to remaining revenue duties see remarks concerning EEC. 
 
IV. Tariff escalation for vegetable oilseeds, oils and cake 
 
 See remarks concerning EEC. 
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-TALI 

1. 2̂ jQJiia.'tJZe. J'ÇP^ÂP^i-PBS, 

The quantitative restrictions which Italy still maintains on products of 
interest to developing countries fall in the following categories; 

1. A JLùdted nujnber_.of_ fruits. and_fruit and vegetable juices. 

The necessity of maintaining the remaining restrictions on most of these 
products does not seem apparent. 

The Group_ recojjmend.s. .that .Italy j30ns.id.er_ Ĵ Â °̂J.sÂ AlA'tJ. _c£. Alî ftïïâî flS. ikê 
T&w^j^^v^i^±cj,±ons_pri _dates_,_ bananasj_ figs, .and dr.ied_ grapes. 

This would leave only one item in this group. 28.C7 Fruit juices and 
vegetable juices (except grapefruit and pineapple juice) subject to (discretionary) 
licensing. 

The Italian authorities .should̂ , if Ĵ jerjJ.i.zatiqn is. fpund_ jjm^osjible, 
consider liberalizjing..the.licensing, sy_stem̂ _e_.j_._ by fixing global agiotas. 

2 • JfrPjfopAs jsubjjejc t. A°. Stats Jtrading 

2/+-02 i'knufactured tobacco 
25.01 Common salt 
36. C6 Matches 

ex 36.07 Flints 
4B.10 Cigarette paper 

It is the intention of the Italian Government to abolish the tobacco monopoly 
and the smaller monopolies on salt, matches, flints and cigarette paper by 1976. 

3• M .50.0,4 _-_ 5.0.07^S±lKji§£Sâ. 

Italy has invoked Article XIX of GATT. According to the Italian representative 
these products are mainly of interest to non-GATT members such as China and USSR. 

Italy stated that it has offered to consult with GATT î-fembers, but no country 
has expressed interest in this offer. 

4.. Bromine 

An automatic licensing system is applied to imports from Israel without any 
limitation, providing Israel honours certain assurances given in the context of 
bilateral talks. 

5• Ethyl acetate 

Italy is prepared to abolish quotas in the context of bilateral discussions 
which are proceeding with the country affected. 

http://j30ns.id.er_
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II. Other, non-tariff barr;1ers 

1. A bill has been presented to Parliament with a view to eliminating the 
administrative duty and the statistical duty which has been notified by developing 
countries. 

2 • Pees_ fj?r_ ,ĵ jnsĵ aĵ endor̂ _ê en̂ jDf_ pert^ipates^Sf^PIJS^-P. 

Italy states that these were generally applied in keeping -with Article VIII 
of the General Agreement. The matter was under study at present. 

III. Tropical products 

Italy maintains some very high selective taxes on coffee beansj extracts, 
essences, concentrates and coffee preparations! cocoa beans, cocoa paste, cocoa 
butter, cocoa powder and on bananas. 

It is reasonable to expect that reductions in taxes on cocoa beans, paste, 
butter and cocoa powder and on bananas would lead to an increase in the demand 
for these products. 

The Group recommends that Italy consider the possibility of reducing selective 
i§x.e.§- on cocoa beans .ard cocoa products and s_elective_ taxés o_n_Jbansgxas. 

As to remaining import duties see remarks concerning EEC. 

IV. Ta2̂ fJ"„escaĵ tiori fj>r_ve£etaJ^e_j^U 

See remarks concerning EEC. 
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EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 

I. Quantitative restrictions 

A certain number of products notified by developing countries as being-
subject to quantitative restrictions in one or more member countries, such as 
wine, fruit, vegetables, and unmanufactured tobacco, are now covered by common 
EEC policies in the same way as the major agricultural products. This means that 
quantitative restrictions have been abolished, and that in most cases other 
means of protection have been introduced, in particular, the variable levy system. 

This system can theoretically have, and has in practice in a number of 
cases had, as restrictive effects on the exports of products of third countries 
(including exports from developing countries) as the quantitative restrictions 
previously applied. 

II. Other non-tariff barriers 

The few non-tariff barriers notified against the Community appear to be 
problems of a general nature and should presumably be dealt with in a general 
framework. (See main part of report.) 

III. Tropical products 

The common external tariff seems to result in a certain tariff escalation for 
cocoa paste, cocoa butter, c,cca p wdv.r and chocolate in relation to cocoa beans5 
and for packaged tea and tea extracts in relation to bulk tea. 

The Group recommends that the EEC consider the possibility of including a 
larger number of tropical products in the Generalized System of Preferences and 
that particular attention in this connexion be given to the problem of tariff 
escalation. 

IV. Tariff escalation for vegetable oilseeds, oils and cake 

The pattern of the Common External Tariff is the same as for most other 
developed countries; low or zero duties on oilseeds and oilcakes, relatively 
high duties -(5 per cent to 20 per cent) on vegetable oils. 

The Group recommends that the Community consider the possibility - as part 
of a concerted action by developed countries - of eliminating the import duty 
on vegetable oils in the context of the Generalized System of Preferences in 
favour of developing countries. 
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AUSTRALIA ' 

I. Quantitative rostrictions 

It appears that in cases where Australia considers it necessary to 
provide protection reliance is placed mainly on tariffs. The only quantitative 
restrictions which are maintained are applied on the following: 

(i) dx. 60.PL Certain knitted shirts 

ex 60.05 Coats, .jumpers, cardigans and similar articles not of cotton 

The restrictions have been imposed following formal Article XIX action; 
according to the Australian authorities they are intended to contain trade 
at existing levels and not to reduce it. ' 

(ii) Aluminium ingots 

The Australian representatives stated that it was likely that the problem 
concerning this item would disappear in the near future. 

(iii) Second-hand motor vehicles and certain second-hand earth-moving and 
construction machinery 

II. Other non-tariff barriers 

Those notified have related to certain provisional anti-dumping measures 
taken by Australia through the use of cash securities; certain valuation 
practices; certain health and sanitary regulations relating to oilcake; and 
mixing regulations on unmanufactured tobacco. 

In the case of the first three, Australia is ready to discuss specific 
cases with developing countries. In the case of unmanufactured tobacco, 
Australia states that no mixing regulations are applied. Australian firms 
could import as much foreign tobacco as they wished. Imports could be obtained 
at a lower rate of duty if importers agreed to use imported tobacco in 
conjunction with Australian grown tobacco. 
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III. Tropical products 

There are import duties on coffee and coffee products, cocoa and cocoa 
products, certain tea products, bananas and pepper. There are no selective 
taxes on these products and the duties are in many cases low. 

IV. Tariff escalation for vegetable oilseeds, oils and calces 

The pattern is the same as in most other countriesj low and zero duties 
on certain oilseeds and oilcake, rather high duties (15 per cent to 50 per cent) 
on the oils. 

The Group recommends that Australia considers the possibility - as part 
of a concerted action by developed countries - of eliminating the import duty 
on at least some vegetable oils in the context of their preferential system 
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AUSTRIA 

I• Quantitative restrictions 

The remaining quantitative restrictions comprise the following groups of 
products : 

1• Certain temperate zone foodstuffs (meat, meat products, butterf grains^. 
wine) 

Austria considered that the problems effecting these products will have to be 
dealt with as pert cf a comprehensive nsgc-tir.tion comprising agricultural trade in 
general. 

2• Certain fruits and vegetables (tomatoes, onions, berries) 

Seasonal restrictions comprising a period with no imports, a period with 
licensing and a period with free imports. 

3. Tobacco, manufactured and unmanufactured 

State trading based upon commercial considerations (competitive bidding). 

4- Two industrial products 

ex 29.A4- Penicillin tyrothricin 

30.03 Medicaments 

Austria explains that the maintenance of restrictions for penicillin etc. is 
necessary for defense reasons. As other countries find it possible to do without 
restrictions, it should be possible for Austria to do the same. 

The Group recommends that Ausj^ia_ consijî  the quantitative 

^esjgictions. on ex 29.kk and 30.03 aLt_jjî arly_jiate. 

11. Others non-tariff parriers 

(a ) -Market disruption legislation 

Austria is in the process of enacting legislation which will ensure that 
Austrian practices will be in conformity with GATT. 

(b) Supplementary import charges 

There seems to be a misunderstanding. Austria is not aware of any such charges. 
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(c) 10 per cent special tax on basket work 

There seems to be some misunderstanding. Austria is not aware of any such tax. 

(d) Tax.for foreign trade promotion 

The tax 0.3 per cent is levied on exports as well as on imports. 

III. Ipgaort,duties, and internal charges on tropical, products 

No selective taxes. 

The import duties seem rather high, particularly on cocoa and cocoa products 
where a reduction is likely to lead to increased consumption. 

There is tariff escalation for coffee extracts in relation to coffee beansj 
cocoa paste, cocoa powder and chocolate in relation to cocoa beans; tea extracts 
in relation to bulk tea. 

The_ Group suggests that k\J&jxl&_jMnsiders^ jthe_j?ps_sJj3Àlity__ of _incj:udipg. more 
pf-these products in the i^AeJ9^^ed_Sysjtem__of Prefererices. 

The import duty on bananas (23 per cent) has been provisionally suspended. 
^â^ilrpup_ re.commen.ds, that .this, provisional suspension of the^ .import_duty__on 
bananas' be made permanent. 

IV. TarjLff_jej^al^jy.p^ 

The pattern is the same as in most other developed countries. Oilseeds, oils 
unfit for human consumption, and oilcake are free of duty, vhile oils fit for human 
consumption are subject to import duties of 12 per cent or 15 per cent ad valorem. 

The Group recommends that Austria considers the possibility - as part of a 
(concerted action by developed poetries,^_ôî_elJ^9^M-SKJPÀ®-_¥5E2F.t A^XPJLP_4ia 
for human cpjisump_tion in the context of th_e__G^eraJ4zed_§2PXel&-SESJreferencej^in 
favour, of, developing £ountjr_ieis. 

http://re.commen.ds
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CANADA 

I. Quantitative restrictions 

The only quantitative restrictions notified by developing countries are 
certain dairy products (butter, milk and cream), and ethyl alcohol for industrial 
purposes. 

Canada considers that the problems in the dairy sector will have to be dealt 
with as part of a comprehensive negotiation comprising agricultural trade in general. 

Ethyl alcohol for industrial purposes is subject to State trading in the 
sane way as liquor for consumption (see below). 

II. Other non-tariff barriers 

(a) The monopolies operated by Canadian provincial liquor boards on 
commercial lines have the effect of excluding, in some instances, wines and 
liquors from developing countries. 

The Group recommends that the Canadian Federal Government make every effort 
to persuade the Provincial Liquor Boards to facilitate the acceptance of listings 
of alcoholic products from developing countries on a priority basis. 

. : (b) State trading in wheat and wheat flour, barley. This notification is 
based on a mistake, the State trading is on exports not on imports. 

(c) Fair market value 

The arbitrary fixing of fair market value in certain cases seems in 
particular to affect immports from developing countries. 

Canada should pending a possible change in its valuation system try tô 
administer the system in such a way as not to discriminate against developing 
countries. 

(d) Exemption or refund of customs duties 

The case notified has according to the Canadian representative been settled 
in bilateral negotiations wilhthe notifying developing country. 

(e) Production or turnover tax 

According tc the Canadian representative this is only a general sales tax 
with no discrimination against imported products. 
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(f ) Countervailing; and anti-dumping-duties 

Canada accepts that injury would have to be proved, and in general that the 
** legislation must be adapted so as to be in conformity with the Anti-Dumping Code. 

III. Import duties and internal charges on tropical products 

No selective taxes. 

The import duties and internal charges on tropical products are relatively 
modest for coffee, tea, bananas and pepper, but rather high (15 per cent import 
duty plus 12 per cent sales tax) on chocolate. At the same time there is tariff 
escalation for cocoa products. 

Under the Generalized System of Preferences some reduction of import duties 
will take place. 

* The Group suggests that Canada considers the possibility of reducing further 
(or eliminating completely) import duties on cocoa products and chocolate in the 
context of the Generalized System of Preferences. 

IV. Tariff escalation for vegetable oilseeds, oils and cake 

, The pattern is the same as in most other developed countries. Oilseeds and 
oilcake are free, while oils carry an m.f.n. import duty of 10 per cent to 17.5 per 

• -cent. Certain vegetable oils will be reduced to the British Preferential rates of 
free or 12.5 per cent ad valorem as part of.the Generalized System of Preferences. 

, The Group recommends that Canada consider the possibility - as part of a 
concerted action by developed countries - of eliminating the import duties on 
oils in the context of the Generalized System of Preferences in favour of 
developing countries. 
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MKHâRK -

I. Quantitative, resolutions 

Ho quantitative restrictions for industrial products notified. 

The remaining quantitative restrictions comprise the following groups of 
products: 

1. CertainJiemperate__ zone fpod_stuffs__ i.meat,M.̂ tjterĵ jgrainŝ sugar) 

Denmark considered that the problems affecting these products will have to be dealt 
with as part of a comprehensive negotiation comprising agricultural trade in general. 

2. Certain jPruits_ and vegetabJLeSj_ bulbs and_put_J!lo\jeTSj_ fruity juij2es_other 
than j3_itrus_ j nices_ 

According to Danish representatives only few of the items are of interest to 
developing countries. Most imports under global quotas come from developed 
countries, e.g. the Netherlands, Seasonal restrictions for vegetables; in the 
"open",.period import possible "from all source's according to wish of importer. 

3. &pduçt_s_çovered_ by_ special legislation dating back to_ the time before GATT 

11.OS Starches, and 22.08 lithyl alcohol. 

4-. Certain pther agricultural ̂ products 

15.. 02^ jidiblê . tallpw_e_tc. 

It is difficult for the Group to understand the need for restrictions when 
imports of margarine are free. It is suggested that Denmark consider the possibility 
pf^i_b_erali^ing_edib3^jtalJpw etc. 

0_4.06. Natur al_ Jipney. 

Only 60 per cent of the global quota is being utilized. Under these circum
stances it is difficult to understand the need for restrictions. 

The Group recommends that Denmark consider liberalizing 04..06, natural honey. 

16,.01_ Sausages and_ the_ like 

16_._02̂  Other P.rPJiaĴ d_o_rjrê ê ryed_jneat 

Less than half of the global quotas for these products are being utilized. 
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The^rougjreLçpmmendjLJfeLk Jl^^^Js. _çonsider._libei^lzing. 16.01, sausages and 
the. lJiej.jy^L 16.02, other prepared and Pje^^xeAJ5êâi^.r_2^J^JL^iX^• 

II. Other, non^tariff barriers 

Standards; sanitary regulations etc. all appear to be problems of a general 
nature and should be dealt with in a general framevrork. (See main part of the report»-) 

Notification concerning government procurement seems to be a mistakej no 
discriminatory regulations concerning government procurement in Denmark. 

III. l̂ *jpjpî aljr̂ ducts 

The selective taxes on cocoa paste, cocoa butter, cocoa pov/der and chocolate 
seem high and likely to restrict consumption. 

Tariff escalation for chocolate in relation to cocoa beans. 

The Grpup_ recommends._that Denmark considers,, the. jpô sibility_ of_including chocolate 
and other preparations containing cocoa in the Generalized System of Preferences. 

IV. 'if^j^£^^9^]^j^on_^r^e^e^able_ pil_seedŝ _p_ils_ and pake 

The pa t te rn i s the same as in most other developed countr ies; oilseeds and 
oilcakes are free of duty, vhi le o i l s are subject to duties of 3 per cent and 
12 per cent ad valorem. 

The Grpup_ recommends tha t Denmark considpr the j?ps,sibili/ty_ : ...as__D_art_pf_ a 
concerted action by dev^cj^p\^pmtr_ies_ ~_ of pli:ninaj&ing_ the i^prtdntles__qn 
vei^abJLe^oiJLs,Â^JÇhe..SSSiMÎusI. 5]>^..ÇêEeZ&li,?SA aZStgSL °L Preferences in. favour 
of developing countr ies . _, ... .,,? 

f 
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JAPAN 

I. Quantitative restrictions 

The Japanese list of residual quantitative restrictions on products 
notified as being of interest to developing countries is one of the longest of 
the lists considered by the Group. However, during the consultations the 
Japanese representatives stated that the list would be reduced substantially by 
the end of September 1971, i.e. twenty of the remaining eighty items would be 
liberalized by the end of April 1971 and twenty additional items by 
30 September 1971. The quantitative restrictions which will remain will comprise 
the following groups of products. 

1. A certain number of temperate zone foodstuffs (certain meats, dairy-
products, grains) 

The Japanese representatives considered that the problems affecting these 
products will have to be dealt with as part of a comprehensive negotiation 
comprising agricultural products in general. 

2• Certain fish and fish products 

The restrictions are applied to provide protection against imports from a 
neighbouring country. 

3• Certain fruits and vegetables 

The Japanese Government tries to "shift production from rice, where there is 
a considerable surplus, to dairy products and fruit growing. 

4-* Unmanufactured tobacco and common salt 

Unmanufactured tobacco and common salt for human consumption is subject to 
State trading, while salt for industrial purposes is under liberal licensing. 

5 • âtb̂ er_.i_and__f_oo twe ar 

According to Japanese represesntatives it is difficult to liberalize at 
present because of certain internal problems. 

The Group welcomes the very substantial reduction by Japan of the number of 
quantitative restrictions which will take place in April and September. However, 
in view of Japan's place as a major trading nation, and the fact that a liberal 
policy by Japan would encourage other developed countries to intensify their ' 
efforts in a similar direction, the Group urges the Japanese Government to. pursue 
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II. Other non-tariff barriers 

(a) According to the Japanese representatives there are no direct 
subsidies to shipbuilding. The assistance given is to shipping companies, 
which benefit from lower interest rates than the normal market rates when they 
buy ships built in Japan. 

(b) The import deposit scheme has been abolished. 

(c) The Group suggests that the two non-tariff barriers notified by-
Korea, "Cargo receipt method of payment" and "Charges by Japanese Laver Wholesalers 
AasociatjL.Q.n_" be settled through bilateral talks. 

The other non-tariff barriers appear to be problems of a general nature 
and should presumably be dealt with in a general framework. (See main part of 
the report.) As far as some of the sanitary regulations are concerned the 
problems could be taken up in bilateral talks with notifying countries. 

III. Tropical products ' 

There are import duties but no selective taxes on coffee products, cocoa 
and cocoa products, tea and tea products, bananas and pepper. 

A commodity tax; exists for coffee and coffee products, bulk tea and 
packaged tea. 

There is some tariff escalation on coffee products, cocoa products and 
processed pepper. 

The import duty on bananas is very high; statutory rate 30 per cent, 
temporary rate 60 per cent. 

The Group recommends that Japan consider the possibility of eliminating 
or reducing the duty on bananas. 

The Group suggests that Japan considers the possibility, of reducing further 
(or eliminating completely) import duties on cocoa products and chocolate and 
other JPJCêP.§£§iiPiiS. containing cocoa, in the context of the Generalized System of 
Preferences. 

IV. Tariff escalation for vegetable oilseeds, oils and cake 

The pattern is the same as in most other countries; low and zero duties 
on oilseeds and oilcakes,, relatively high duties (10 per cent-25 per cent) on 
oils. 

The Group recommends that Japan consider the possibility - as part of a 
concerted action by developed countries - of eliminating the import duty on 
vegetable oils in the context of the Generalized System of Preferences in favour 
of developing countries. 
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NQRWâï 

The remaining quantitative restrictions comprise the following 
group of products. 

1 • 9PJ&3J1L temperate _zone_ foodstuffsi. .(meat and dairy products) 

Norway considered that the problems affecting these products will 
have to be dealt with as part of a comprehensive negotiation comprising 
agricultural trade in general. 

2• Cerjtain_ fruits and vegetables, bulbs and cut_ flowers, fruit 

The restrictions take the form of seasonal restrictions, global quotas 
and discretionary licensing, sometimes a combination of global quotas 
and discretionary licensing* 

The Norwegian representatives have explained that the discretionary 
licensing is handled in a non-discriminatory way. 

3. Certain other agricultural products 

17.02 Other sugars, sugar syrups, artificial honey ....,caramel 

17.03 and ex 17.05 Molasses 

19.02 Preparations used as instant food or for dietetic or 
culinary purposes 

19.04. Tapioca and sago, and substitutes 

D.06 ïiiee 

23.02 Bran,sharps and other residues. 

The argument which has been advanced that most of these products 
can be related to other temperate zone foodstuffs and thus would be 
dependent upon general solutions being worked out in multilateral 
negotiations would not seem to apply at least to 10.06 Rice. 

ît-GLOHB-iLgg.rcjSgff.ftA JLhaJLJJPZHgZ. AQfi.side.rs liberalizing imports of rice 
at least rice for direct human consumption. '"' " " * """' 

A- Certain alcoholic products 

Norway stated that the State monopoly follows a purchase policy based 
upon commercial considerations. 

http://AQfi.side.rs
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ligueurs, makes, an effort jto__inj^lude_J^ 

and other.Alpphplic. J?jroducts_ from _dexeJL_oping_ JL°J^t±ie_s_J-Ajtheir P3^chaAe.s.5 
thcr.eby...créating. _thc. pp.s_s_ibi.lJA2; pf_ AsAaAiÀ§A4PiL.AJ'A^AÀ. f.°.i1 tjïpse. PA°PAÇ.ts.* 

II. Other, nonparj_£T_ barriers 

Standards and sanitary regulations appear to be problems of a general 
nature and should presumably be dealt with in a general framework. (See 
main part of the report. ) 

I I I . Troj^ipal products 

Selective traces on chocolate seem high and likely to restrict consumption. 
In addition chocolate and other preparations containing cocoa are not included 
in the Generalized System of Preferences. 

The Group suggests that__Jïorwsy_.cpnjdders. the possibility of including 
chocolate, .and. other. PJPJPJti?zpi-Sms_^pj^^ System 
of_ Jrpf er.e.nce s. 

IV. Tariff_ escalation, for veĵ jtaJD3̂ e__pJ;Ĵ e_e_d_Sj_ oils, and cake 

The pattern is the same as in most other developed countries. Oilseeds 
and oilcakes are free of duty, while oils are subject to duties of 4- per cent 
to 11 per cent ad valorem. 

The. JjjrquEL ̂ AP °2M9AÇA. that. JMorvgy_ PPIisi d_c_rs_jt]ie_̂ ô sibili/ty_-;. PA AaAt_J?f_ a 

concerted, apt j_c_n by_ d£velop_ed_ .çpimtries__- of. jsJ^Hinating. the _impprt_ duty on 
oils, in the^çpntext_of_ the GcppvjûA^zeà^Syst&ii pf_Pvefcrj^es_JLn. f'ay our. of 
deyeloping. iL°J^ tries • 

http://pp.s_s_ibi.lJA2
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SWEDEN 

I. Quantitative restrictions 

Only three items of interest to developing countries have been notified: 

02.01 Horse meat, pork and edible offals 

The Swedish representative has stated that the licensing system is maintained 
in order to follow movements of imports and prices and that all licences are 
granted, 

08.06 Apples and pears 

These are subject to seasonal restrictions but because of climatic differences 
are not believed to affect developing countries significantly. 

22.09 Other spirits, liqueurs and other spirituous beverages 

The Swedish representatives stated that these are subject to State trading 
by which the State monopoly bases its purchasing policy on purely commercial 
considerations. This may admittedly hamper the introduction of new brands 
e.g. from the developing countries because of hesitancy on the part of the monopoly 
in holding stocks of too many brands. 

The Group recommends that the Swedish State monopoly on wines and liqueurs 
makes an effort»to include to the largest extent possible, wines and other 
alcoholic products from developing countries in their purchases, thereby creating 
the possibility of establishing a market for these products. 

II. Other non-tariff barriers 

Sweden maintains a 14 per cent sales tax on furs and carpets. Parliamentary 
action to abolish this tax as from 1 January 1972 has been initiated. 

The other non-tariff barriers notified appear to be problems of a general 
nature and should presumably be dealt with in a general framework. (See main 
part of report.) 

III. Tropical products 

Sweden maintains selective taxes on coffee beans, coffee extracts and 
chocolate. In addition sweetened cocoa powder and certainother preparations 
containing cocoa are not included in the Generalized System of Preferences. 

The Group suggests that Sweden considers 1>he possibility of including 
sweetened cocoa powder and certain other preparations containing cocoa in the 
Generalized System of Preferences. 
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oils and cakes 

Sweden maintains no fixed import duty on oilseeds, oils and cakes, 
but operates a variable levy system. The Group has in the time available not 
been able to evaluate this system from the point of view of tariff escalation. 
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SïTITZERLAMD 

I. Quantitative restrictions 

The remaining quantitative restrictions notified by developing countries 
comprise the following groups of products : 

1. Live horses 

The Swiss representatives explained that Switzerland was obliged to apply 
restrictions for certain social and internal reasons. 

2. Certain temperate zone foodstuffs (meat, butter, grains) 

The Swiss representatives considered that a solution to the problems affecting 
these products .will have to be dealt with as-part of a comprehensive negotiation 
comprising agricultural trade in general. 

3. Onions. berries and cut flowers 

Onions, berries and cut flowers arc subject to seasonal restrictions. For 
cut flowers one bilateral quota remains which the Group recommends be lifted. 

4. Wine and other alcoholic products 

There are no restrictions on wines in bottles (up to 1 litre). Wine in casks 
is restricted. Only spirits which contain mord than 75 per cent alcohol are 
subject to restrictions. 

II. Other non-tariff barriers 

" The Swiss representatives stated that the statistical fee is applied to 
imports of rice from all sources. 

The proceeds are used for rice publicity. The compulsory ware
housing charges notified are also applied to Swiss commodities. 

Other non-tariff measures appear to be problems of a general nature and 
should presumably be dealt with in a general framework. (See main part of 
report.) 

III. Tropical products 

The import duties are relatively low - except for bananas where the specific 
duty corresponds to 23.3 per cent ad valorem. 
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A certain tariff escalation exists for cocoa products in relation to cocoa beans 
and tea extracts in relation to bulk tea. This escalation will disappear or be 
diminished when the Generalized System of Preferences is implemented. 

There are no internal charges for tropical products. 

The Grouo recommends that Switzerland considers the possibility of elimina
ting or reducing the high import duty on bananas. 

IV. Tariff escalation on vegetable oilseeds, oils and oilcake 

The pattern is the same as in most other countries: import duties on oilseeds, 
oils for industrial purposes; and oilcakt-s are negligible, while oils for human 
consumption are subject to import duties ranging from S per cent to 12 per cent 
ad valorem. 

The Grouo recommends that Switzerland considers the possibility - as part 
of a concerted action by developed countries - of eliminating the import duties 
on oils for human consumption in the context of the Generalized System of Prefe
rences in favour of developing countries. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

I. Quantitative restrictions 

The remaining quantitative restrictions comprise the following groups of 
products of interest to developing countries. 

1. Certain temperate zone foodstuffs (meat and dairy products) 

The United Kingdom representatives considered that the problems affecting 
these products will have to be dealt with as part of a comprehensive negotiation 
comprising agricultural products in general. 

2, Certain fruits and vegetables 

Only a few products of interest to developing countries are restricted. 

3 • • Certain .jute products etc. 

57.06 Yarn of jute 
ex 57.10 Jute cloth 
ex 62.03 New sacks and bags 

After exploring the reasons and explanations given for maintaining the 
restrictions on these products, the Group recommends that the United Kingdom 
consider the possibility of liberalizing these products. 

II. Other non-tariff barriers 

One of the cases notified (import regulation on poison contents in pencils) 
has been satisfactorily settled. Th~ other non-tariff barriers appear to be 
problems of r-. general nature and sho_Ld presumably be aealt with in a general 
framework. (See main part of the report.) 

III. Tropical products 

The United Kingdom seems to maintain a certain tariff escalation: 

Coffee extracts in relation to coffee beans; 
chocolate in relation to cocoa beans; 
tea extracts in relation to bulk tea. 

On the other hand no selective taxes exist on tropical products. 

The most-favoured-nation duty rate on bananas, 13.7 per cent ad valorem, 
favours imports from certain developing countries. 
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IV. Tariff escalation for vegetable oilseeds, oils and oilcake 

The pattjrn is somewhat different from most other countries. Thus there is no 
tariff escalation for products exported from countries benefiting from British 
preferential treatment; imports of oilseeds, oils and cake normally being free 
of duty when imported from these countries. 

Tariff escalation normally exists for imports from other sources, the oilseeds 
normally being duty free or subject to a duty somewhat lower than the 15 per cent 
duty which is the most common one for oils. 

While most countries allow duty-free import of oilcakes, the United Kingdom 
maintains a 10 per cent duty on imports from outside the British preferential area. 

. The Group recommends that the United Kingdom consider the possibility - as 
part of a concerted action by developed countries - of elimina_ting_the imj2pj?t_duty_ 
on oils in the context, qf_thê _G_en_eral.iz.ed System of Preferences in favour of . 
developing countries, and consider the possibility of eliminating the__most-jfavgured-
nation duty on oilcakes. 
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UNITED TATiSS 

I. Quantitative restrictions 

The United States maintains only few formal quantitative restrictions of 
interest to developing countries. The notifications submitted to GATT by these 
countries compris only the following quantitative restrictions on dairy 
products : 

0/+.02 milk and créais 
04..03 butter 
04..04. cheese and curd 

To complete the picture the following items also are subject to quantitative 
restrictions and are also of interest to developing countries, but for some 
reason have not been notified: 

10.01 wheat 
11.01 wheat flour 

ex 12.01 peanuts 
17.01 sugar 

55.01 ) 
™ cr'no \ l°ng and short-staple cotton; 

ex 55.-04 ) C o t ' J ° n W a s t e 

The United States representatives considered that the problems affecting 
these products will b?.vs to be dealt with as part of a comprehensive negotiation 
comprising agricultural products in g eral. 

The United States maintains no formal quantitative restrictions on 
industrial products, but has as a result of negotiations with certain countries, 
including developing countries within the framework of the Cotton Textiles 
Arrangement agreed en export restraints with these countries to keep their 
exports to the United States of a number of cotton textile products within certain 
limits. Although from a formal and legal point of view these restraints are 
different from quantitative import restrictions, the effect on the economies of 
the exporting countries might be more or less the same. 

The problem of trade in textiles is a general one which has been dealt 
with in various ways by individual developed countries. Some countries, for 
example, apply quantitative import restrictions, while others obtain export 
restraints on the part of the exporting countries. As pointed out in the main 
section of the report the textile problem should in the opinion of the Group be 
taken up within the context of a general examination comprising both types of 
restrictions taking into account in particular the interests of developing 
countries. 
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II. Non-tariff barriers 

The non-tariff barriers appear to be problems of a general nature and 
should presumably" be dealt with in a general framework. (See main part of 
the report.) 

III. Tropical products 

There are no selective taxes on tropical products. 

Coffee, coffee extracts] cocoa beans, cocoa paste; bulk tea, packaged 
tea, tea extracts and bananas are all duty frue, while low duties exist for 
cocoa butter, cocoa powder, chocolate and other preparations containing cocoa 
and pepper. The United States has offered duty-free entry on most of these 
within the framework of the Generalized System of Preferences. 

IV. Tariff escalation for vegetable oilseeds, oils and cakes 

The pattern is the same as in most other countries] low or zero duties 
on oilseeds, relatively high duties on oils, low duties on cakes. Only 
castor oil has so far been included in the United States offer on general 
preferences to the developing countries. 

The Group recommends that the United States consider the possibility -
as part of a concerted action by developed countries - of eliminating the import 
duties on vegetable oils in the context of the Generalized System of Preferences 
in favour of developing countries. 




